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Abstract

An analytical study of turbulence in the presence of turbulently generated

differentially rotating flow is presented as a paradigm for fluctuation dynamics in L- and H-

mode plasmas. Using a drift wave model, the role of both flow shear and flow curvature

(second radial derivative of the poloidal ExB flow) is detailed in linear and saturated

turbulence phases. In the strong turbulence saturated state, finite amplitude-induced

modification of the fluctuation structure near low order rational surfaces strongly inhibits

flow shear suppression. Suppression by curvature is not diminished, but it occurs through

a frequency shift. A description of L-H mode transition dynamics based on the self-

consistent linking of turbulence suppression by differentially rotating flow and generation

of flow by turbulent momentum transport is presented. In this model, rising edge

temperature triggers a transition characterized by spontaneous generation of differentially

rotating flow and decreasing turbulence intensity.



I. Introduction

During the past few years, differential rotation in the edge of toroidal plasmas has

been identified as a key element in the physics of H-mode plasmas. More generally,

differentially rotating flows have come to be regarded as a potential means for enhancing

the confinement of tokamak plasmas. An indication of the role of sheared poloidal flows in

H-mode plasmas first emerged from data in the DIII-D tokamak showing rapid poloidal

spin-up of the edge plasma at the time of the L-H transition, concomitant with a decrease of

fluctuation levels1. Spatially resolved reflectometry measurements established that the

decrease of fluctuation level occurred in the region of strong variation of the poloidal

rotation. In the TEXT tokamak. measurements of lower fluctuation levels, decreased radial

correlation lengths, and a shortened correlation time in the shear layer near the limiter also

established the importance of differentially rotating flow2. Moreover, these measurements

provided assessment of the predictions of early scaling theories, which had predicted a

decreased radial correlation length and correlation time3-4 in qualitative agreement with the

measurements.

The simple scaling theory provided a heuristic picture of shear suppression based

on the shear straining of turbulent eddies,. fundamental process in numerous contexts5-6.

However, it did not account for key aspects of turbulence in a confining magnetic field,

particularly those relating to the radial fluctuation structure and its sensitive dependence on

the magnetic configuration. While linear stability analyses typically confront the details of

the mode structure, these can be misleading, generally because significant changes occur in

the fluctuation structure as a system moves from the infinitesimal amplitudes of a linear

growth phase to the finite amplitudes of a turbulent steady state. In particular, it has been

observed out that finite amplitude-induced modifications of the mode structure are

associated with a shut-off of magnetic shear damping and a general insensitivity of the



fluctuation level to the magnitude of the flow shear7. These results have underscored the

importance of retaining the essential physical processes governing nonlinear mode structure

in modeling the effects of differentially rotating flows on plasma turbulence.

While the scaling theory4 and its more detailed successor7, have had some success

in elucidating the role of differentially rotating flows on tokamak edge turbulence levels, a

second key question has centered on the origin of the poloidal flow generated around the

time of the L-H transition. A standard view has held that orbit loss processes induced by a

divertor x-point or a limiter. and which affect ions and electrons differently, ultimately

produce a radial charge imbalance in the edge and thus spin up the edge plasma^-9. This

hypothesis has led to a two-step model of the L-H transition: orbit loss processes having no

dependence on edge turbulence characteristics first produce a sheared poloidal flow; once

this flow is generated, the turbulence is then suppressed by the shear in the flow, resulting

in improved confinement.

In fact, there is a second mechanism for flow generation which, in the highly

turbulent environment of tokamak edge plasmas, could be expected to be at least as robust

as orbit loss mechanisms. This mechanism is the generation of flow via the turbulent

Reynolds stress10, or physically, the process of radial momentum transport by the

turbulent advection of poloidal flow fluctuations. Because this generation mechanism

depends directly on the fluctuation level, a one-step L-H transition process is possible. In

such a process, a turbulently generated flow arises spontaneously at the same time the

turbulence undergoes a transition to a lower fluctuation level consistent with the turbulently

generated flow. A one-step process would be consistent with measurements which, to

within the experimental resolution of 100 microseconds show the rising poloidal flow and

decreasing fluctuation level occurring simultaneously11.

There is another aspect of experimental observations which has been widely

ignored in the theoretical modeling of the L-H transition. Examination of the poloidal flow



profile of the DIII-D H-mode plasma reveals that there is a significant curvature of the

poloidal flow, i.e., d2Ve/dr2, and that the region of maximum curvature coincides closely

with the region of diminished fluctuation activity12. This observation, and the fact that

flow shear suppression is apparently circumvented by finite amplitude-induced

modifications of the radial fluctuation structure, strongly suggest that flow curvature should

be an important part of the analysis of L-H transition physics.

This paper reports aspects of an ongoing analytical and numerical initiative aimed at

understanding the physics of the H-mode and its transition. The focus of this study is an

analytical study of the viability of a one-step transition process driven by turbulently

generated flow shear (Ve') and the flow curvature (Ve"), and coupled to a self-consistent

decrease of turbulent fluctuations by the shear and curvature. In order to retain crucial

physical processes, while allowing analytic treatment, a simple model of tokamak edge

turbulence is utilized. This model describes the evolution of ion density fluctuations driven

by dissipative trapped electron modes. While this model invokes a particular instability, it

effectively serves as a paradigm for a wide class of plasma fluctuations based on the

voracity dynamics of turbulent ExB flow, subject to magnetic shear effects through parallel

dissipation.

Using this model, equations for the turbulent generation of flow shear and

curvature are derived. These are solved self-consistently with the equation describing the

saturated level of turbulent fluctuations in the presence of shear and curvature. It is found

that the fluctuation level is typically more sensitive to the curvature, unless the turbulence

level is sufficiently low to bring the turbulent diffusion rate below the diamagnetic

frequency. This is a consequence of the way in which flow shear and curvature interact

with magnetic shear damping through the finite amplitude fluctuation structure to saturate

the linear growth. Multiple steady state solutions corresponding to L-Mode-like plasmas

(high edge fluctuation level, no differential rotation) and H-mode-like plasmas (low edge



fluctuation level, significant differential rotation) are found. An increase of edge

temperature above a threshold induces a transition from the L-mode-like plasma to the H-

mode-like plasma. The approximate nature of the equations describing these states and the

simplicity of the model are such that these results are qualitative rather than quantitative.

Nevertheless, this study does establish that one-step transition dynamics based on turbulent

generation of flow shear and flow curvature should be treated as an important part of the L-

H transition.

II. Model equations and linear stability

A simple model describing long wavelength drift wave turbulence is the basis of the

present study. The essential physical processes of dissipation mediated by parallel

dynamics, advection by mean poloidal flow, and nonlinear advection are represented in a

single equation that is amenable to analytic treatment. The model equation.

| - + V9(x ) -v l ( l -p s 2V 1 2 ) f i i + v + ^ i
_dt J 9y

^ x z - V f i i = 0, (1)
dy

describes the evolution of the hydrodynamic ion density fij, linked to trapped and passing

electrons through quasineutrality. Here, v* = Cspsky/Ln is the diamagnetic velocity, Cs =

(Te/mj)1/2 is the ion sound velocity, ps = (Tem\)l/2c/eB is the gyroradius, Ve is the mean

poloidal flow, v\ is the ion collision frequency, Do = 3e1/2(psCs)
2/2LnLTVeff is the

coefficient of the driving term (discussed below), s is the fraction of trapped electrons, veff

= ve/e
J/2 is the collisional relaxation rate for trapped electrons, and Ln and Lj are density



and temperature gradient scale lengths. Inverse damping due to trapped electron collisions

produces the instability, and enters the equation as a negative diffusivity. Magnetic shear

damping associated with dissipative parallel ion flow13 is the damping mechanism. The

nonlinearity is the long wavelength ExB nonlinearity arising from ExB advection of the ion

density14. The ion density is also advected by the poloidal flow, treated here as a known

mean flow, but later linked self-consistently to the turbulence through the appropriate

turbulent momentum relaxation relation. The derivation of Eq. (1) and a discussion of its

conservation properties is given in Ref. 7. A description of the spectral transfer properties

of the ExB nonlinearity is found in Ref. 14. Spectral transfer dynamics in shorter

wavelength regimes where the polarization drift nonlinearity comes into play are described

inRefs. 15 and 18.

To proceed further with analysis of the model, it is necessary to specify the radial

variation of the mean poloidal flow Ve(x). Anticipating the self-consistent linking of V9 to

the fluctuations, it is convenient to expand the flow profile about a rational surface in the

region of interest, and work in terms of coefficients Ve' and V9'1 describing the flow shear

and flow curvature at the location of the rational surface:

v9(x) = Ve(xrs) + (x - xrs) ve* + (x
 2*

rs)2 v 9". (2)

The first term introduces a Doppler shift, while the second and third terms directly affect

stability through the role of their linear and quadratic spatial variations on the mode

structure.

In the absense of flow7, the growth rate is simply the difference of the inverse

electron dissipation and the appropriate spatial average of magnetic shear damping,
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VjCO*
(3)

where < ) represents the integral over the radial eigenfunction. With V||2 = x2 ky
2/Ls

2

where Ls is the scale length of the magnetic shear, the shear damping component is directly

governed by the mode structure, (x2) effectively being the squared mode width. The

eigenfunction is fik(x) = n0H/((Xk1/2x) exp(-akX2/2), where H/ is the Hermite

polynomial, a*2 = i/Ak4, and A^ = [C0Vips
2Ls

2/ky
2Cs

2]1/4 is the mode width. The complex

eigenfrequency is

CO = co* + i k v
2 D 0 - (2/+1)—-

V2 ViLs
2

(4)

The mode frequency co depends on the mode number / so that / values above zero have both

a more extended mode structure and therefore a stronger magnetic shear damping than the /

= 0 eigenmode.

As established previously, flow shear Ve' induces a radial shift in the basic linear

mode structure7. This shift serves to enhance the coupling to more strongly damped / > 0

modes and therefore lowers the growth rate. The linear growth rate becomes

v -
Wk4k v

2Vfl '2 Cs
2kv

2<x2>

4co*2ps2

Y =
I + k y

2p s
2 4co*2ps

2
(5)



where W^ is A|< evaluated at co = co* and co is understood to be the Doppler shifted

frequency.

The flow curvature enters the eigenmode equation as a quadratic term and therefore

introduces an additional potential well structure, albeit one with a 90° phase shift relative to

the magnetic shear damping well. The flow curvature term is easily grouped with the

magnetic shear term yielding a modified ion damping term.

4co*2ps
2

V2 V ViLs2
(6)

where the Doppler shift a>E = kyVe(xrs) has been made explicit. From this expression, it is

apparent that the stabilizing effect of the flow shear is independent of the sign of the shear,

whereas the curvature depends on the sign of the curvature: positive flow curvature

enhances ion damping and therefore decreases the linear growth rate of unstable modes

while negative curvature decreases the ion damping rate, thus increasing the growth rate.

This sign dependence is consistent with the fact that curvature creates an additional well

(anriwell) structure in the eigenmode potential. It should be pointed out, however, that the

particular sign of curvature that leads to damping is not universal; in resistive interchange

modes, positive curvature is destabilizing. In the context of the present model,

experimental measurements of the flow profile12 suggest that flow curvature is as large a

factor in suppression of turbulence as is the flow shear. In the next section, it will become

apparent that the role of flow curvature relative to that of flow shear is further augmented

by finite amplitude-induced fluctuation structure.



III. Nonlinear Saturation

In this section, the saturation of linearly driven low ky trapped electron modes by

the nonlinear transfer of energy to damped shorter wavelength fluctuations is described.

From nonlinear numerical calculations of saturated turbulence using Eq. (1), it is known

that finite amplitude-induced modifications of the radial fluctuation structure strongly alter

the nature of the saturated state7. The observed properties of this numerically calculated

saturated state lead to the construction of an analytical description of saturation that differs

markedly from prior analyses. Ultimately, theses results, both analytical and numerical,

lead to a simple understanding of previously observed finite amplitude stationary states that

exist in the presence of magnetic shear damping without any linear driving17.

The essential workings of this process are evident in the nonlinear evolution of

undriven modes near low order rational surfaces for cases in which there is no flow Ve(x).

It is observed that if such a mode is initialized above a critical amplitude threshold, it does

not decay to zero under the influence of magnetic shear damping, but remains at finite

amplitude. The lack of decay can be attributed to a finite amplitude-induced alteration of the

radial fluctuation structure, so as to localize the mode away from the finite extent required

for efficient magnetic shear damping (Ymag ~ Cs
2ky

2 (x2)/Ls
2Vj). With flow shear present

(Vo' * 0) and linear driving (ky
2D0), the numerical calculations show linear growth which

is dependent on V9'2, but a final saturated level which is completely independent of V9'2

(provided it is above the previously mentioned amplitude threshold). Again, these results

can be attributed to the mode structure modification: localization of the fluctuation away

from the extent required to produce magnetic shear damping also inhibits the flow shear

10



induced-coupling to the more radially extended higher / eigenmodes which underlies flow

shear stabilization.

A clue to the origin of the fluctuation structure modification at finite amplitude

comes from the fact that this effect applies only to modes near a low order rational surface.

The radial isolation of such modes from those of neighboring surfaces makes the saturation

occur through coupling to modes with the same helicity, i.e., modes localized to the same

rational surface. Under these circumstances, the nonlinear transfer and the diffusivities

which describe it are highly nonuniform in space. These results indicate that analytic

treatment of the saturation must account for this nonuniformity, contrary to usual

procedure.

In order to describe the saturated state analytically, it is necessary to renormalize the

model equation, Eq. (1). The nonlinearity of Eq. (1) is the ExB nonlinearity, which, from

previous work, is known to transfer energy from long wavelength modes to short

wavelength fluctuations via a robust nonlocal (in wavenumber space) and anisotropic

coupling process14. The anisotropy and nonlocality of transfer, and its forward direction

in wavenumber space distinguish the ExB nonlinearity from the more familiar polarization

drift nonlinearity, from which intuition regarding transfer in plasma microturbulence has

traditionally been derived. These unusual features are evident in the basic form of the

nonlinearity15 and carry over directly to the renormalized equation, obtained from a

standard closure of the nonlinearity.

Renormalization of Eq. (1) leads to two terms, a diffusivity and a nonlinear growth

rate,

ikyVe'x + ik y V 9 "x2) | l

1 1



= 0 , (7)

where

dk(x) = (LnDo)2 V kv'2 |fik.|2 R k k, k,. [ky-2 + ( k y '2 _ ky2)]

k1

" k y 2y2 (LnD0)2

k1

2 - ky2)] , (9)

are the diffusivity and nonlinear growth rate.

Rk.k\k" = ReTLTLcom + k v "Ve 'x"
1

- 7k - Yk- - Yk")J
(10)

is the nonlinearly broadened three-wave propagator, com = u)k + O)k' - (Ok" + C0Ek + O)Ek' -

G)Ek" is the frequency mismatch, and x" is the displacement with respect to the rational

surface at which k" is resonant. Note that the propagator describes three-wave phase

decorreiation via a flow shear induced Compton scattering term ky"Ve'x", as well as the

usual decorreiation arising from dispersion (frequency mismatch), linear growth

(Yk=ky2D0) and nonlinear scrambling (Aco).

The diffusivity and nonlinear growth rate, Eqs. (8) and (9), depend respectively on

|nki2 and |8nk'/3x|2, both of which have radial structure. However, both functions are

summed over k\ or m' and n\ where ky' = m'/r and kz' = n'/R. If the rational surfaces

are uniformly spaced and close enough to each other that the eigenmodes of adjacent

12



surfaces overlap, the sum over k' samples eigenfunctions centered at different radial

locations and accomplishes a smoothing of spatial variation. In this case, the sum over n'

and m' averages over the radial structure of the eigenfunctions and the diffusivity and

growth rate are essentially uniform in space. For a low order surface, however, there is a

large gap between it and the surface of the nearest neighbor with any appreciable amplitude.

Consequently, modes on a low order surface couple most strongly to one another and the

sums in Eqs. (8) and (9) are effectively restricted to mode numbers of a single helicity. In

this case, the diffusivity and nonlinear growth rate reflect the spatial structure of modes

centered at a single radial position. The nonuniform radial variation of the diffusivity near a

low order rational surface is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The spatial variation of d^(x) modifies the eigenmode potential through the

contribution to d/dx[dk(x)9rV3x] from Bd^/dx. This effect is significant when the scale

length of the variation of the diffusivity is smaller than the mode width, i.e.,

When Eq. (11) holds, the variation of the diffusivity can localize the eigenmode and

circumvent magnetic shear damping, provided the magnitude of the diffusivity is

sufficiently large to dominate the linear processes that otherwise determine mode structure.

The latter proviso represents the amplitude threshold observed in simulations. Away from

low order surfaces the variation of dk becomes weak, Eq. (11) no longer holds, and the

mode structure is governed by magnetic shear damping and differential rotation as

described in the previous section.

In the present paper, stationary turbulence in the presence of flow shear and flow

curvature is described for a mode near a low order surface where single helicity coupling

13



dominates the saturation and the inequality of Eq. (11) is satisfied. For the multiple helicity

case, the steady state in the presence of flow shear is detailed in Ref. 7. Flow curvature

effects can readily be incorporated into the final results of Ref. 7, for both the weak and

strong turbulence cases, by redefining the nonlinear mode width:

where A4^ = [ps
2(co--u)E) + idk]VjLs

2/Cs
2ky

2 is the nonlinear mode with of Ref. 7. As

will become apparent, the relative impact of flow shear and flow curvature is more

complicated in the Jngle helicity case. The present treatment focuses on the strong

turbulence case, i.e. for saturated levels above the amplitude threshold where finite

amplitude-induced modification of the eigenmode potential and fluctuation structure occurs.

The amplitude threshold condition naturally follows from the renormalized eigenmode

equation and will be given shortly. Below the threshold, the mode structure is given by the

linear analysis of the previous section and the results of weak turbulence, multiple helicity

saturation are applicable.

To obtain the fluctuation level of a linearly unstable low k mode in the single

helicity case, the low k mode is treated as a test mode saturated by its coupling to a

spectrum of high k background modes (predominately of a single helicity) whose

amplitudes are taken as known. The renormalized eigenmode equation can be written as

- T2 (x + î k)" fik
ox

Ps2
CO CO

fik = 0 , (13)

14



where

A ' k y V e ' f i •

Ps2O>

and co = co - kyVe(xrs). From Eq. (13) it is evident that nonlinear modification of the

eigenmode potential is significant only when

dk(x) = * & > l, (17)
ps

2CO

i.e., when the nonlinear decay time of a fluctuation of scale p s is shoner than co*-1, the

basic linear time scale. This condition represents the amplitude threshold observed in

computation.

The transformation n^ = h^ [(1 + id"k(x)]"1/2 puts the eigenmode equation in

standard form, with a new term which includes the first and second radial derivatives of the

diffusivity d\(x) . To proceed, the radial variation of the diffusivity is represented as a

Gaussian, dk(x) = dk(0)exp(-cttix2), an anzatz that will be found to be consistent with the

lowest order solution of Eq. (13) for dk(O) large. The solution is assumed to be localized

15



in the small x region, allowing an expansion of the Gaussian. Expanding so as to maintain

a quadratic potential, and assuming d"k(0) > 1, the eigenmode equation is

Ps2dk(O)
1 + k y

2 P s 2 - —
CO

Rk = 0,

where

(18)

i
ah- = 1 +

5kv
2 '

kv2

Od2

dk(0)
, _ _

CO CO

(19)

(20)

This equation has the same form as the linear equation. Curvature modifies the mode width

through A4.. However, for large d~k(O), or more explicitly for (Xd2 > dk(O)A^ , the structure

of the diffusivity [ad2], rather than the magnetic shear damping and flow curvature [A"4],

governs the mode width.

16



The nonlinear dispersion relation is found by equating the constant part of the

potential with (2/+l)<Xh, yielding

f v p s d k ( ) p s
dk(0)Ps2( © to dk(0)ah2A|

(21)

The real and imaginary parts of this equation respectively provide expressions for the

diffusivity (saturation condition) and the real frequency of a saturated low k mode.

Expanding ah for dk(0) large, the lowest order term is real [ad(l+5ky
2/ky

2)1/2] and

represents the finite amplitude-induced stabilization produced by the nonuniformity of the

diffusivity. The next order term is complex, with its real part representing magnetic shear

damping. With these contributions, the saturation condition is

(l+5kv2/kv2>i/2
y-/K.y-

- ccddk(O)ps2 (21+ 1 ) 1 = 0. (22)

Equation (22) describes the steady state balance of linear growth (first two terms) and

nonlinear coupling, achieved through modification of the radial fluctuation structure via

coupling to shon wavelength modes of the same helicity, a process represented in the third

term. The last term represents the effect of flow shear. Because this term has a factor

dk(0)"*. it is weak in the strong turbulence regime, consistent with the computational

17



results. This factor indicates that the fluctuation structure modification caused by coupling

to a nonuniform background produces a weakening of the flow shear induced shift

underlying flow shear stabilization. From comparison of the last two terms, it is evident

that flow shear becomes the principle factor in the saturation of strong turbulence only if the

shear is sufficiently strong to give COS
2/COT2 > 1. where cos = kyVQ'a^1'2 is the flow shear

straining rate and coj = 3^(0)0^ is the turbulent diffusion rate. This condition is in fact the

shear suppression condition of the scaling theory4, but with the flow shear straining rate

and turbulent diffusion rate determined by the modified mode width Od- It should be noted

that the flow curvature term does not enter into the saturation condition for the strong

turbulence regime. The shear term in Eq. (22) has no V91' dependence (the V9" factors of

individual terms cancel). There is a curvature dependent term on the right hand side of the

dispersion relation, but unlike linear theory, its phase is such that it contributes to the

frequency, not to the saturation. It should also be noted that for weak turbulence (dk(O) «

1), curvature directly stabilizes the mode as in linear theory. In the intermediate regime,

dk(O) = 1, curvature contributes to both saturation and the frequency. However, simple

formulas are not readily obtainable.

Solving the imaginary part of the dispersion relation for w. the frequency is

B - ^ ! _ _ , (23)

1 + ky W •

where the terms proportional to ky
2/ky

2 have been dropped and / = 0 has been taken for

simplicity. It is obvious that there is a frequency shift induced by the flow curvature, given

by 0)c = Ve"ky/6ad, the curvature strain rate times a numerical factor. While curvature does

not directly enter the saturation condition, it will strongly affects the saturation through the

18



frequency shift. There are two ways this occurs. One is by raising the frequency co and

therefore lowering the linear drive in the first term of the saturation condition [Eq. (22)].

This effect becomes important when « c > co*/6. The second mechanism is through the

frequency feedback on the electron dynamics16, a process that makes Do negative for

sufficiently large positive curvature. The derivation of Do is given in Ref. 7. Substituting

for 65 in Eq. (3) of that reference, a modified expression for Do is found.

Do =
2LnLTVeff

1 -
4p)c

co*r|e_
(24)

where (ky
2 + ad/3)ps

2 < 1 has been assumed. It is apparent that the frequency shift

completely quenches the linear growth rate when coc > (rie/4)co*. Because this mechanism

quenches the instability, whereas the first mechanism merely decreases a positive growth

rate, the second mechanism will have a stronger effect on saturation. The above

conclusions apply to positive curvature. It should be noted that with respect to the first

mechanism, negative curvature is destabilizing for |o)c| < a)* and stabilizes the mode for |coc|

> co*. The second mechanism is always destabilizing for negative curvature.

In the strong turbulence regime, the curvature contribution to the frequency shift

(and hence the saturation condition) is of order unity, i.e., order [d~k(0)]°. In contrast, the

flow shear contribution to the saturation condition is of the next higher order, [dk(0)]"1.

Consequently, the curvature has a stronger effect on the saturation level than does the

shear.

19



IV. Turbulent Generation of Flow

Equations (22) and (24) describe stationary turbulence in the presence of a

prescribed flow curvature and flow shear. In this section, the physics of turbulently

generated flow is discussed and expressions for flow shear and curvature that explicitly

depend on the fluctuation level are obtained. The fluctuation level and magnitudes of flow

curvature and shear can then be obtained from the self-consistent solution of the appropriate

set of coupled equations.

The curbulent generation of flow is a consequence of momentum transport by

turbulent fluctuations. The evolution of poioidal flow can be expressed as

^ + I.V. - - / v r i v . V (25)
8t \ 3r /

where |i is the poioidal flow damping rate or magnetic pumping rate, a quantity related to

ion-ion collisions. The right hand side describes the average effect of the radial advection

of poloidal flow fluctuations by the fluctuating radial flow. Physically, this term describes

the radial transport of momentum by the turbulent advection process.

Equation (25) is analogous to transport equations for other quantities, such as the

transport of panicles by electrostatic fluctuations: 3(n)/3t = -{VT dh/dr). Again radial

advection is responsible for the process, in this case advection of density fluctuations by

the fluctuating radial flow. For electrostatic fluctuations, Vr is incompressible and the

derivative can be passed through the radial flow. Electrostatic particle transport can then be

described as a flux d(n)/9t = -9I7dr where the flux is given by the correlation <Vr n). For

momentum transport, the incompressibility of Vr yields a momentum flux relation, 3Ve/9t

= -8Fv/3r, where Fv = <Vr Vg) is the turbulent Reynolds stress. Transport driven by the

20



Reynolds stress is off-diagonal because relaxation of mean poloidai flow via the Reynolds

stress is ultimately produced by the density and temperature gradients responsible for

excitation of Vr and VQ. On the other hand, diagonal contributions to poloidal flow

evolution arise through a turbulent viscosity associated with the flow shear drive of the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability3. In the present model, this term is small and is neglected.

The evolution of flow shear under turbulent momentum transport1^ is governed by

the first derivative of Eq. (25),

( 2 6 )

To examine the conditions required for nonzero transport, consider transport of ExB flow,

V = V0xz. which in the context of the present model becomes V = V(nj/no)xz. From

Eqs. v.25> and (26), turbulently driven radial momentum transport depends on the radial

structure of the Reynolds stress which in turn derives from the radial fluctuation structure

of rli.

It is instructive to examine the momentum transport associated with the radial

structure of drift wave fluctuations under a variety of edge conditions. For a generic slab

drift wave eigenmode, n^ = n0 exp [-ix2/2Ak2] f(x/xj), where f is a structure function

associated with ion Landau damping. The mode is radially propagating and therefore

carries momentum away from the mode rational surface. However, the mode is also

symmetric about the surface. Consequently, radial advection is symmetric and leads to no

net imbalance of poloidal flow over the radial extent, of the mode. Therefore, there is no net

radial momentum transport capable of producing a shear flow for the symmetric drift wave

eigenmode. On the other hand, the radial propagation associated with this structure could

21



be expected to produce curvature, given that curvature maintains even parity with respect to

the rational surface.

In the presence of radial asymmetries associated with a limiter, divertor x-point, or

a region of very steep density gradient, the radial symmetry of the basic slab eigenmode

structure is modified by the inhomogeneity of the geometry. It then becomes possible to

generate shear flow by the net differential advection of momentum from the rational surface

in outward and inward directions^.

The asymmetry required for differential transport can, in fact, come from flow

shear itself. In Sec. 2 it was noted that an existing flow shear induces a shift in the radial

eigenmode structure, such that nt = n0 exp[ -(1+i) (x - ^p-ll4l Ak
2 ] , where (Xk = A^4

ky Ve'/ 2o)*ps
2. The shift produces an imbalance in the momentum carried radially from

the rational surface in the outward and inward directions. This differential momentum

transport produces a net difference of poloidal momentum at the edge of the mode in such a

way as to reinforce the original shear flow. Consequently, it is possible to start with a

sheared seed flow, perhaps arising from the existence of a limiter or x-point, and amplify

the shear through the shear induced shift of the fluctuation structure. With the shifted radial

structure, the flow shear evolution equation becomes

k y ^ k . A k ' - 4 | n 0 | 2 . (27)

Briefly summarizing the above discussion, turbulent generation of flow shear requires

fluctuation structure with radial propagation away from the rational surface to a region of

dissipation, and an asymmetry in the radial structure.

The evolution of flow curvature under turbulent momentum transport is governed

by second derivative of the basic transport equation:
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(28)

Two types of fluctuation structure illustrate the conditions allowing net generation of flow

curvature by the turbulent Reynolds stress. For the generic slab drift wave eigenmode,

radially symmetric propagation away from the rational surface takes momentum to the

periphery of the fluctuation, thereby generating curvature, as already noted. Substituting

the eigenmode and calculating the derivatives, d3 <Vr Ve) / dr3 = Cs
2ps

2 £ ky'A-4 |no|
2. A

similar conclusion follows for diamagnetic induced rotation of small scale M.HD

fluctuations, such as resistive interchange modes. Without the diamagnetic effects, there is

no radial propagation and curvature is not generated.

A second type of fluctuation structure is the eigenmode in the presence of a seed

flow with curvature. Eq. (12) indicates the appropriate generalization of the mode structure

required to incorporate curvature. With n^ = no exp[-ix2A-2(l+ipk)], where Pk =

Ve"VjLs
2/2Cs

2ky, the resulting expression for curvature evolution is

" = Cs2ps2 2 ky'A-* (1 + ipk|). (29)

As with shear, the existence of a curvature-induced well allows the flow curvature to

contribute to the turbulent generation of curvature.

V. The Self-Regulated State

In previous sections, expressions have been derived that allow for a self-regulated

turbulent stationary state. The self-regulation is achieved by flow shear and flow curvature
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that are generated by the turbulence, yet which act, at the same time, to lower the level of

fluctuations relative to the level that would occur in the absense of the flow. The

description of such a state obviously requires the self-consistent solution of both the

equation describing saturation in the presence of differentially rotating flow, and the

equations for turbulent generation of differentially rotating flow.

A fundamental property of the generation equations, Eqs. (27) and (29), is that

steady state solutions exist only when turbulent generation is sufficiently large to exceed the

magnetic pumping. The combination of a low edge temperature, which produces a large

magnetic pumping rate, and a low edge fluctuation level, which gives rise to a weak

fluctuation-induced flow generation rate, produces an overabundance of damping. In this

case, the only steady state is one with no flow shear and no flow curvature. Auxiliary

heating raises both the edge temperature and fluctuation level. As the edge temperature is

raised, the magnetic pumping rate falls below the threshold at which it balances the flow

generation rate, and flow is spontaneously generated. Steady state flow shear and flow

curvature magnitudes are reached as the fluctuation level is lowered by the differential flow

to the new level allowing a balance of the turbulent flow generation rate with the lower

magnetic pumping rate. These equations therefore describe an L-H transition mechanism

with spontaneous generation of differentially rotating flow.

The above process is a robust consequence of turbulence which experiences a

decrease of intensity in the presence of differentially rotating flow, and turbulently

generated flow which must overcome a non-turbulent damping mechanism in order to

achieve a steady state. To allow a simple description of this process, equations similar to

those derived in the previous sections are adopted as a crude model of steady state

turbulence in the presence of turbulently generated flow shear and flow curvature. These

equations are intended to replicate general trends and effects, but are not sufficiently
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realistic (or even entirely consistent) to serve as a quantitative or predictive model. The

model is given by:

5 - CiVe" - C3E - § V e
> 2 = 0, (30)

^Ve" + 11V9" = C 4 E V 9 " , (31)
dt

f-v0' + .uve' = C5EVe'. (32)
at

Equation (30) is a saturation condition, patterned after Eq. (22). The term S represents the

linear drive with a correction -Ci<Ve") accounting for the stabilizing effect in Do of the

finite amplitude-induced frequency shift described in Sec. III. The third and fourth terms

represent saturation by mode coupling and flow shear suppression as modified by the finite

amplitude fluctuation structure. The factor E is the amplitude factor, proportional to |n|2 or

dk(0). Equations (31) and (32) are evolution equations of the flow curvature and flow

shear with collisional damping (magnetic pumping) \i and turbulent generation. The

turbulent generation term in each equation is proportional to amplitude. For the flow shear

it is assumed that the inhomogeneity required for generation arises from the shear-induced

shift of the fluctuation structure in Vr and VQ. For the flow curvature, the inhomogeneity is

assumed to arise from the curvature-induced envelope of the fluctuation structure. In

general, additional processes also play a role in turbulent generation, including diamagnetic

effects, inhomogeneities of the geometry, etc. In the interest of simplicity, these processes,

as well as generation by nonturbulent mechanisms, are not included. In keeping with the

heuristic nature of the model, the parameters Ci through C5 are not specified, but can. in

fact, be read off by comparison with Eqs. (22), (27), and (29). As a final simplification,
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the saturation condition assumes a steady state, whereas the generation equations are time

dependent. This facilitates ready examination of transitions between stationary solutions of

the system; the lack of time dependence in the saturation condition assumes that the

fluctuation level instantaneously adjusts to changes in the magnitudes of flow shear and

flow curvature.

The system (30) - (32) is a nonlinear set of coupled equations for the fluctuation

level E and differential flow coefficients Ve' and V9'1 in a self-regulated state. Fixed points

correspond to self-regulated steady state solutions. There are three fixed points of the

system, given by

(33)

ve" = 0
e1 = [(8 - C3[i/C5)n/C5C2]1/2 . (34)
= \iiC5

(35)

corresponding to a steady state without any flow, and self-regulated steady states without

either curvature or shear. In addition, when C4 = C5, there is a degenerate fixed point

allowing for both shear and curvature. In the latter case, the saturation condition only

specifies the value of one flow coefficient (shear or curvature) if the other is known,

therefore yielding a family of solutions bounded by the fixed points (34) and (35).
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Analysis of the stability of the fixed points is straightforward, given that the only

explicit time dependence enters as derivatives (temporal) of Ve' and Ve" in their respective

equations. In the nondegenerate case, analysis of temporal behavior shows that 1) there is

one and only one stable fixed point for any configuration of the parameters 8,|i, and Ci

through C5; 2) the stable fixed point is the one with the lowest fluctuation level E; 3)

The fixed point with the lowest level is governed by the relative values of the parameters 8,

\i, C3, C4, and C5 ; 4) There are no stable limit cycles or attractors to prevent the

relaxation to the stable fixed point from other points in phase space. The precise stability

conditions for each fixed point are as follows. The fixed point (33) is stable (and the other

two fixed points are unstable) if 6/C3 < IL1/C4 and 8/C3 < I1/C5. The fixed point (34) is

stable if 8/C3 > (i/C4 > [iJCs; and the fixed point (35) is stable if 8/C3 > |i/Cs > (J/C4.

The L-mode corresponds to the fixed point <"33) because its stability requires large

(i, a condition consistent with low edge temperature. Additionally, the fixed point (33) has

no turbulently generated flow. The H-mode corresponds to either of the other two fixed

points (or the degenerate fixed point if C4 = C5): )i. is smaller, and a turbulently generated

flow exists. The transition from the L-mode to the H-mode fixed points occurs when the

edge temperature is rapidly raised, decreasing JI and making one or both of the H-mode

fixed point levels |i/C4 and IJ/C5 smaller than the L-mode level 8/C3. This means the L-

mode fixed point is unstable and makes a transition to the lowest H-mode fluctuation level.

Physically, the lower value of |i means that the L-mode fluctuation level is large enough for

turbulent generation to overcome magnetic pumping in one of both of the generation

equations. The appropriate flow coefficient(s) then grows, lowering the fluctuation level

until it reaches the value of the lowest H-mode fixed point.

This process is depicted schematically in Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows the steady state

fluctuation level in the Ohmic phase or pre-transition L phase where |i/Cs > 11/C4 > 8/C3.

In Fig. 2b. edge heating has dropped the values of [1JC5 and IJ/C4, making them lower than
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8/C3. Consequently, a transition occurs from the now higher L-mode level to the lowest

H-mode level. As shown in Fig. 2c, the transition is driven by the spontaneous generation

of curvature and shear that occur when (I/C5 < 11/C4 < 5/C3. For C4 > C5, shear is

generated transiently while E > 11/C5 and flow shear generation is able to overcome

magnetic pumping. As E falls below |i/Cg, magnetic pumping dominates flow shear

generation and Ve' decays. Because C4 > C5, Ve" continues to grow until E = \1JC4, at

which point curvature generation exactly balances magnetic pumping and Ve" saturates. If

Cg > C4, the evolution of the shear and curvature coefficients are reversed. For C4 = C5,

both shear and curvature saturate at a finite level. If the heating rate is such that u, decreases

more slowly than the rate of the spontaneous L-H transition, the fluctuation level

adiabatically follows the lowest level as it decreases, with the curvature and shear

coefficients going through a series of quasi-steady states. In either case, turbulently

generated flows produce a transition to a lower fluctuation level.

VI. Conclusions

This paper describes the self-regulated turbulent steady state resulting from

turbulently generated differentially rotating flow and its effect back on the turbulence.

Important aspects of this work are 1) an elucidation of the role of flow curvature in

turbulence suppression and a comparison this role with that of the more widely studied

flow shear component; 2) a description of the effect of finite amplitude-induced mode

structure modification on turbulence suppression by flow shear and flow curvature; and 3)

a paradigmatic description of the L-H transition as a one-step process based on a transition

between self-regulated states with spontaneous generation of differentially rotating flow.

This work is based on a simple model for dissipative trapped electron mode

turbulence that incorporates the linear dynamics of the instability as modulated by magnetic
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shear damping through the radial mode structure, and nonlinear mode coupling in the long

wavelength regime through the ExB nonlinearity. Linear stability analysis indicates that

positive flow curvature is stabilizing, quenching the linear instability when the curvature

strain rate kyVe"ps
2, normalized to the diamagnetic frequency, exceeds the normalized

growth rate squared ty/co*)2.

In the saturated state, expectations based on linear theory through mixing length

analyses become highly unreliable, due to finite amplitude-induced modifications of the

fluctuation structure near low order rational surfaces. In particular, the fluctuation structure

can be localized away from magnetic shear damping by coupling to the spatially

inhomogeneous structure of short wavelength modes of a single helicity. In the strong

turbulence regime, this effect weakens flow shear suppression by the factor [tOtps^dk"' <

1]. Moreover, flow curvature produces a frequency shift, but has no direct effect on

saturation. However, by reacting back on the electron dynamics, the curvature-induced

frequency shift can quench the linear instability when the appropriate measure of the

curvature strain rate exceeds r\eoi*.

When suppression of turbulence by differentially rotating flow is self-consistently

linked to the creation by turbulent momentum transport of differentially rotating flow, a

self-regulated turbulent state is produced. From a simple self-consistent model, several

steady state solutions exist and can be related to L- and H-mode plasmas. By raising the

edge temperature, and thereby lowering the magnetic pumping, it is possible to induce a

transition wherein differentially rotating flow is spontaneously generated by the turbulence,

even as it lowers the fluctuation level to a new steady state consistent with the lower

magnetic pumping. These results suggest that turbulent generation of differentially rotating

flow and its self-consistent linking to flow suppressed turbulence is an important aspect of

H-mode confinement and L-H mode transition dynamics.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Radial variation of the turbulent diffusivity near a low order rational surface

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the L-H transition, a) depicts the fluctuation level E

in the pre-transition L-phase. Edge temperature is low, making ji/Cs , |i/C4 >

8/C3, and thereby preventing steady state flow, b) depicts the fluctuation level

after the L-H transition at t = t0. Edge heating has lowered \1IC5 and 11/C4 ,

allowing generation of Ve' and Ve" and concomitant lowering of E. c) displays

the time evolution of Ve' and Ve". For C4 > C5, V9' is generated transiently

because the turbulent generation rate exceeds the magnetic pumping rate only

while E > IJ/C5 (t < tj). Thereafter, E falls below jx/Cs and Ve' is damped. If C5

> C4, the Ve' and Ve" curves are interchanged. If C4 = C5, both Ve' and V9"

asymptote to finite values.
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